Miami Area Society of Homebrewers Meeting

May 23, 2019
2019 Hogtown Brewoff

Results are announced on Saturday!

Stay tuned... AND GOOD LUCK!
2019 Sunshine Challenge

Results are announced on June 22!

Stay tuned... AND GOOD LUCK!
SEPTEMBER 14, 2019
Space is limited!
Sign up now!
MASH Board Shakeup

- Geoffrey Shideler moving to Denver, stepping down as President
  - At the end of this meeting, he will no longer be a board member (good riddance!!!)
- Ruben Sabater moving to Ocala, would like to hold position as Vice-President
  - Intends to stay highly involved and make regular MASH meetings
- Today begins the nominations for a new president of MASH. Ruben does not plan to run for President, so he will administer the election
- The election for new President, who will finish the term of 2019, will take place at the summer solstice
BoTY Judging Format Discussion

- You might have noticed, 2019 brought new BoTY judging. Why?
  - Nobody wanted to judge
  - Judging took forever
  - Feedback was often unreliable
  - It stopped being fun to organize

- BoTY judging went from first round format to second round format. The changes came with MASH approval (majority vote) at the start of the year.

- **How are you liking the way BoTY has been run?**
  - Hey you people running for President, maybe a platform to run on, eh?
Matt Crawford wants YOU to join Slack.
Draft (Trash) Beer Competition

- Time and place?
- Format?
- Rules?
- Now’s the time to make your thoughts known
EDUCATION SESSIONS

KEEP IT GOING
Get involved, share ideas, teach others, make better beer
MASH ANNOUNCEMENTS

Floor is free
BoTY Competition

May: Strong Belgian Ale

Looking ahead
June: Amber and Brown American Ale
July: Standard American Beer
August: British Bitter